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Attention Dealers! Fraud is on the rise.
In recent months we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of fraudulent deals coming across dealers’ desks. 
Fraudsters are getting more sophisticated and are taking advantage during these difficult times as Sales Teams are 
looking to make every deal. 

Most of the claims involve an individual who quite easily meets the requirements for pre or conditional approval 
through the financing institution. There is usually a “urgent” timeline to get the vehicle across the curb, then when the 
financing institution completes their audit of the file, it is learned that the information provided was stolen or falsified. 
At that point, the vehicle and the customer are gone and the financing institution refuses to fund the deal. Often the 
dealer ends up bearing the loss. 

While the only true failsafe is to wait until the deal has been irrevocably funded by the financial institution, our loss 
control team have compiled some other best practice suggestions for your team:

As each incident is unique, education and constant communication with your team is your best form of 
defence against these criminals.  For more information or to discuss further please to not hesitate to reach 

out to your Pitcher & Doyle broker or our loss control team.

□ If a deal seems to good to be true it likely is.

□ Is there a sense of urgency in the transaction?

• End of the day, end of the week,
last day before a long weekend.

□ Always tour the “customer” in such a way that
they are captured by video surveillance

• A professional will shy away from
cameras and this may serve as a red flag.

□ How did the customer arrive at the dealership

• Many of these frauds have the
“customer” arriving via Uber, or being
dropped off.

□ Review and copy three pieces ofidentification.

• Closely examine for discrepancies and
do not be afraid to ask questions.

□ Do not refund a deposit prior to receiving
irrevocable funding, as this type of request is a
clear red flag.

□ Verify insurance coverage directly with the
insurance company.

• Fraudsters are good at producing
“official looking” letters and pink slips.

□ Escalate the deal upwards to Management at
the first sign of concern. The more eyes on the
deal the better.

□ Ask the customer to wait the 24-48 hours for
final approval. If the “customer” refuses, re-
check all details.

□ Conduct regular crime and fraud prevention
training with your staff.




